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Don’t just stand there. 

Go Westinghouse, young man. other places, Westinghouse is help- men to help speed communications 
ing to turn slums into beautiful new and to educate future generations at 

You can help solve the world’s fresh cities. This requires skills of the our new Learning Corporation. 
water shortage. You can help trans- highest order and the enthusiasm of In all of our six operating groups* 
form slums into beautiful new cities. dedicated young people. we need bright young engineers and 
You can help curb hunger. There is an answer to the world’s scientists to come to grips with 

All over the world, nations and food problem . .. under the sea. A today’s and tomorrow’s problems — 
people are living on a narrow edge great deal must be done, but the now. 

of existence simply because they sea’s potential staggers the imagi- If you want to do something, talk 
haven’t enough fresh water. You can nation. The ocean’s floor is the rich- to your Westinghouse recruiter when 
help them. Today Westinghouse de- est, most abundant land on the face he visits your campus or write L. H. 
salting plants are at work around the of the earth. Some day man will har- Noggle, Westinghouse Educational 
world turning sea water into fresh vest it. Westinghouse has made the Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. 
water. Many more will be needed. first exploratory beginning. You can An equal opportunity employer. 

That’s where you come in. get in on this beginning. 

You look at a city and see a slum But these are only a few of the *The Westinghouse Operating Groups: 
... but think what you can do about pressing problems we’re concerned Consumer Products: Industrial: Construc- 

it. Jn Los Angeles, San Francisco, about. We need computer designers tion; Electronic Components & Specialty 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, to help build systems to control Products; Atomic Defense & Space; Elec- 

New York, Minneapolis and many rapid transit. We need brilliant young tric Utilities. 

open . 
You can be sure if its Westinghouse
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Our man isn’t on this mission. Are you up to playing your 

But his ideas are along. Right part? On important assign- 

there, in the main transmis- ments, along with other top a 

sion support of this Kaman — engineering and scientific ee a 

Aircraft ‘‘Seasprite’”’. minds, in jobs vital to our / Mail t 
. all to: 

The part connects power _ nation? Manager of College Relations 
plant to fuselage, literally Then clip the coupon and | eis, limbs money eating Company 

+ . ‘anton, io 
lifts the helicopter. It’s made — send today for the free book- | h 

from Timken aircraft-quality let, ‘Place Your Future on Rus mea, Copy of yourites Rooklet, 
steel tubing. a Sound Foundation.” May- J on a Sound Foundation.” 

Timken Company engineers be you are our man in air Name _ an 
guard the quality of thistub- rescue. | Address _ 

ing, specify its use, check its The Timken Roller Bearing School 

performance. So whatever its Company, Canton, Ohio. An) |) Year——— 

mission, we're part of it. Equal Opportunity Employer. |!) major 
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Which degree counts most? 

Besides a B.S., M.S., M.B.A., Ph.D.—or what have you—there We need top-notch people who can grow with us. People 
are other degrees vital to your future. The degree of imagina- _ who are well trained in chemistry, physics, chemical, elec- 

tion. Ambition. Responsibility. trical, or mechanical engineering, marketing or finance. 

If you have them in good measure, we know of no company And who have that extra degree. 

better able, or more disposed, to reward them. Handsomely. Talk it over with your faculty and Placement Officer. And re- 
In terms of professional recognition, intellectually stimulating gardless of your military commitments, be sure to see our rep- 

environment, and material reward. resentative when he is on your campus. Or 
We're big. But we're still young and growing. And plan to keep —_ write to: John B. Kuhn, Manager of Uni- 
on. In 1965, for example, our sales rose 23%. To over $860 versity Recruitment, Celanese Corporation, 
million. And 516 million in the first half of '66. 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036. 

CELANESE 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Micro-electronics are being applied at a vastly expanding rate in |g SS 

products manufactured at the RCA Victor Home Instruments Divi- | Te ee 
sion. This engineer is using sophisticated test equipment to examine || oO iy co fe 4s 

the performance characteristics of an integrated circuit in our aap ; peg aU A P 
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RCA Knows HOW in Home Entertainment 

Engineering at RCA Victor Home Instruments Divi- Communications, Solid-State Devices, Computers, 

sion involves many areas of advanced electronics and Control Systems, Radar, Weather and Communication 

other disciplines such as chemistry, physics, metal- Satellites, Broadcast Studio Equipment, Conversion 

lurgy and computer science. Receiver and Power Tubes, Laser and Electro-Optic 

The continuous growth and innovations in every Devices, Microwave Systems. 

area of electronics have made RCA a leader in this See your college placement director, or write to 

field. To continue this record of success, we are look- College Relations, Radio Corporation of America, 

ing for EE, ME and IE graduates for positions in Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08101 

Corporate Programs including Design and Develop- . ; 

ment, Manufacturing, Finance, Management Infor- An Equal Opportunity Employer 

mation Systems and Purchasing. 
We welcome the opportunity to review your per- 

sonal interests and career objectives, and show you The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

how RCA can further your individual development and 
growth in many fields, such as: Home Instruments, ® 
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in mining and metallurgy here and abroad, at Anaconda American Brass Co., 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., and Anaconda Aluminum Co. 
Talents and skills like yours will always Rep i. ' ro - e be needed by Anaconda. But that’s only 9 2... — _ ol a Po " FF half the story. The other half is what | | \/" - et Poi se. Anaconda has to offer you: important 2...) SS +a Ly a sf | positions in exploration, mining, extrac- ch ON Qe i | ey Oa Ld tive metallurgy, manufacturing, scientific [1 | SMe. Ne) hl bog J ‘ research, sales and administration. For kb ii. AN i ’ 458 — / | vy i. a A py? 
example, take a look at only eight of the = “~SSsagS | ae \ poe Va . Z, hundreds of recent graduates who found tri 2 oh ye L a | | _ U what they were looking for at Anaconda: Pera, Be i Oe — | a a 7 and vice versa. Saat ay | (oe ae 

_ ff) "* \. b leas Top: JUDITH HIHNALA (BS Bact., Montana State ’63) co | io 4 _ a : fy _» — studies bacterial leaching of copper and zinc ! a.” | ee eS eel | ore and concentrates in extractive metallurgical 

| So eS ) ‘ Top: GEOFFREY IRELAND (BSME, U. of Louisville MM SM “ 
_ - ae we '63) is assistant plant engineer at Louisville works i a, % . yy : an P. Lo M of Anaconda Aluminum Company. p Ye 5 
yg Below: ROBERT SWIRBUL (BS Bus. Ad., U. of MS ro. ~ F rd Tampa ’58), center, district manager of Dallas i ee Z : 7 4 sales office of Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, =. Ay os 4 i = reviews cable specifications with power 9) of a. : 
_ u _ He i of 7 a Bik | =F  ~—sutility personnel. i Y een Se 

So ) Pisa - if a. 
ro‘ — a , <5 a _ eer ee wie fll UU "fp 3 Eo 7) 

Top: LUIS LOZANO (BS Met. E., Brooklyn Poly. 61) sOONA UE ~~ 4 pots _ SF 
is research metallurgist at Anaconda American ' ae Gg) Top: GLENN ZINN (BS Geol E. Mich Tech. 66), Brass Company's research and technical center. _~ ft | geophysicist with the geophysical department's ie ro © ges | o . southwest office in Tucson, Arizona, is studying | Le ot — : e/ -_— _. ___ toward a master’s degree in geophysics at fs wk, ee a University of Arizona. ie Sa, 9 6 mo. lel 4 AC) = ot es a | Below: FRANKLIN ANDREWS (BS Math., Northern II - A wy 7 “ed a be by 3 om, | U. '62), manager—quality assurance at Sycamore ‘{ige= a a a i ues o a CS "a plant of Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, checks on —. | ~~ | ae a environmental stress crack test of polyethylene. men’, _ : 

t u * 36 / Left: PETRUS DUTOIT (BS Mining Engre., Montana _. — a ioe Oe Tech., '56), mining engineer, at the controls of a FF a “ PL ees ey 2 a raise boring machine in the Mountain Con mine. eo ee ae 
‘Poor Bo _ | This mine has the latest in underground La rs es 1 oo eg mining equipment. _ = |, ae it =) — — 2 Ae i ~~ . . Below: LAWRENCE KENAUSIS (BS Chem., Holy Cross |. Ue zo Fo oe _ ™ '53; MS Chem., Boston College '55; PhD Chem., a - _ | 3 a ££ es wel —(U. of Penn. '61) is senior research metallurgist at rer rr poe V fe : ei. a’ Anaconda research and technical center in lle i OM Oe on Waterbury, Connecticut. . -_ | go led 

_ if - : . — eS es 

j Le Ay , a fe ~ ee ee 

de a oa  p a /f . —_ tS — es. “9 [4 local of ok > .__..__ If youwould like more information about es eo YC oo ae ; .S | | __.._ the opportunities at Anaconda, or would es ot iL i oe i . ____ like to apply for employment, write to: Se. i L- See) HE eT 2 = ‘ Director of Personnel, The Anaconda oe eee | || lee ae —— Company, 25 Broadway, New York, E ede md pany. y: ed filo) 4 as N.Y. 10004. onan e ot soe iy . a Pili. is Ath Md OF an ao An equal opportunity employer. 
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Right now, hundreds of engineers, chem- 

ists, and physicists are exploring their own 
ideas at NCR. We encourage them because 

we consider idea-people as the backbone of 

technological advancement in our field of 

total business system development. 

And it works. Business Management maga- 

zine, in its list of ‘emerging ideas of 

1966," credits NCR with two out of seven: 

pioneering in laser technology for record- 

ing data, and development of our new PCMI 
microfilm storage system. 

Whether you're a seasoned pro, or an 

ambitious self-starter, and whatever your 

degree, if the excitement and satisfaction 

of start-to-finish idea development appeal 

to you, you'll go far with NCR. And so will 

your ideas. 

Here's a good idea to start with: write to 
T. F. Wade, Executive and Professional 

Placement, NCR, Dayton, Ohio 45409. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

NCR 
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— COVER STORY 

AUTHOR UNKNOWN 

HE recent production of the for scientific attack on the problem might have been genuine, but 
] synthetic diamond culmi- — was laid in 1797, when the Eng- there were also known instances 

nated over a hundred years Jishman, Smithson Tennant, _ of bad faith on Hannay’s part. With 
of attempts, some of which claimed showed that diamond is a form of no positive answer, the claim can 
to be successful. It is not surpris- elementary carbon. This may be not be proven false. 
ing that the history of science is full | proved by burning diamond in an Henri. Moissan 
of attempts to convert graphite— | atmosphere of pure oxygen: it Tn 1890. Henri Moiss: ade 
a form of carbon, worth a few cents burns to carbon dioxide with no nt pe SLOOEL of pia made ia. 
a pound—to diamond, worth thou- residue. major sttempt by dissolving large 
sands of dollars a pound. However, quantities of carbon in cast iron. 

a countless number of investigators J. B. Hannay He heated the crucible Confaning: 
over the years have leaned, to One of the most discussed earlier the carbon and cast iron to a white 

their own dismay, that mother na- _ attempts to make diamonds was by hot temperature and plunged it 
ture did not intend to have one J. B. Hannay. He mixed hydro- ito water. The metal on the outs 
of her greatest achievements easily carbons, bone oil and lithium, side cooled and solidified fitst ape 

| accomplished by man, sealed the mixture in a wrought put pressure on the contents in the 

The object of this article is to iron tube and heated it to redness middle by contracting. It is now 
give the reader a general knowl _ ina forge. All but three of 80 tubes known that the eae pevelone? 

ledge of the production of exploded. The pressure inside was could not have been high enough. 
diamonds, The factors that are con. © more than one or two. at- After it cooled, the contents were 

cemed with the production, such mospheres. In the residue of the dissolved by acid and other shea 

as high temperature and high pres- unexploded tubes it was said that ical. methods: There was a anal 
| sure and the crystalline structure, diamonds of density of 3.5 were residue left that: Moissan claimed 

will be discussed as well as the found. The claim was accepted at be diamond, It could not be 
many methods of production that — its face value, but subsequent at- Proven ona because of the 
are possible. tempts by a number of other ex- small quantity left. 

perimenters failed to reproduce Claim was refuted. Although 
HISTORY OF SYNTHETIC the results. Moissan said the residue was dia- 
DIAMOND ATTEMPTS Claim is doubted. The matter of mond, most people claimed it was 

It is of interest to survey some of | the Hannay diamonds was_ re- pot because the TL ehea . ot re 
the highlights of the history of the opened in 1943, by the discovery, cd deg ». : WB os a a 
long endeavor to manufacture in a forgotten corner of the British eMoiean = 1 ‘ tl . mn Fn of 

diamonds. Those engaged in it Museum, of a small exhibit labeled fraud b nee . OF ft 7 asicea “is It 
have ranged from first-rate scien- | “Hannay’s diamonds.” They were a . of hai ® , of his « = eta is 
tists to down--right muckers and analyzed with X-rays by F. D. had a ada ved “adam oA des * 
charlatans. The dream has gen- Bannister and Kathleen Lousdale na intro ves able in onder (6 
erated extensive literature in tech- and found to be diamonds, and of ete theold Nin : dail to 

nical journals, and many accounts a somewhat rare type at that. On pleasesthe’ id.Nran: 
in the popular press based on the theory that it was unlikely that Willard Gibbs 
rumors later proved false. diamonds fraudulently inserted At the turn of the 1°th century, 

The beginning of a foundation would be of this type, the claim Willard Gibbs worked on the 
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thermodynamic theory of the prob- —-H. M. Strong, and Robert Wentorf —_leamed, to their agonizing dismay, 
lem. He made it possible to. say, were successful in producing the mother nature did not intend her 
theoretically, under what condi- first authentic synthetic diamond. own achievement—probably _ per- 
tions carbon might take the form A detailed description of the — formed at unexplored depths far 
of diamond in preference to graph- process will be given in the sec- below the surface of the earth—to 
ite. Gibbs’ studies made it clear tion on methods of production. be easily accomplished by man. | 
that graphite could not turn into 
diamond unless the thermo- FACTORS CONCERNED WITH Structure 
dynamic potential of diamond was DIAMOND PRODUCTION The di: ne vveitee : . he diamond has a density of 
less_than that of graphite. He The task of converting graphite 3.51, against 2.25 for graphite. 
showed how to calculate the Po- to diamond is, in concept, simple. Modern X-ray analysis has dis- 
tential in terms of the specific heat, Diamond is composed of precisely closed the reason for the difference 
the thermal | SApangion, and_ other the same carbon atoms that have of density and structure. The main 
properties of materials. been squeezed together to achieve difference is between layers of 

Practical application. However, substantially uniform inter-atomic atoms; in diamond it is 142 A 
there was a catch when it came to distances. Theoretically, the task is while in graphite it is 3.4 A. 

dict whut will actually happensAL— Npte, Dut tremendous pressures Diamond. Carbon, has six elec ‘ wal] < : . perature must be; ‘exerted trons—two in the “K” shell and though we can tell when a trans- to achieve this. : . < , 
formation can occur, we can not four in the unfilled L” shell. Be- 
tell whether or not a transforma- Pressure cause the x shell is not full, car- 
tion will occur, The mathematical High pressure research has re- bon can form homopolar (co- 
expression for the thermodynamic vealed that very high pressures valent) bonds with other carbon 
potential. showed that when the have to be used to compress the atoms. Chis is what happens in the 
pressure was raised to 20,000 atms, graphite structure. Theoretical cal- diamond crystal. Each carbon atom 
graphite would transfer to dia- culations using the principle of shares ats four electrons in the “L 
mond even at ordinary tempera- thermodynamic potential revealed shell with four other atoms, There- 

tures. It has now been shown by that pressure of 20,000 atms would fore, diamond . crystallizes in a 
experimental evidence that there change graphite into diamond. cubic system, with each atom sym- 
must be a high temperature ap- | However, the lowest pressure ever metrically surrounded by four 
plied also. used was 35,000 atms, and this was others, all at the same distances, ar- 

| ., used with tantalum as a catalyst.  Tanged at the corners of a regular General Electric s Success General Electric used about 100,- tetrahedron. It is the even distribu- 
In 1941, General Electric, the 000 atms when they manufactured tion of bonds in space, together 

Carburundum Company, and Nor- diamonds without a catalyst. with the strength of the pure co- 
ton Company agreed on a five year evalent bond, that gives diamond 
combined experiment to solve the Temperature its great hardness and _ perfect 
problems of producing synthetic A minimum of 2,000 degrees C crystalline structure. 

diamonds. ‘They constructed ap> is thought to be the lower limit Carbon. Graphite crystallizes in paratus and used values for tem- for the graphite to diamond trans- the hexagonal system with the 
perature that were never before formation, although synthetic dia- atoms. arranged ‘in altemate age 
used, monds were produced at 1,600 de- works, so that the repeat distance 

First attempt. On their first at- gress C, with the use of a catalyst. is twice the layer distance as shown tempt, the graphite was heated The method of production General in the preceding figure. The atoms 

outside the press to 3,000 degrees Electric uses now utilizes a tem- are arranged in a honeycomb-like 
C and then quickly put into a perature of about 5,000 degrees C. manner so that cach carbon atom 
hydraulic press capable of pres- 0° is linked to three others. The bind- 
sures of 30,000 atms. The technique Time . - ing of the atoms in these sheets is 
had to be changed because the Various amounts of time have stronger than if there were only 
graphite cooled too much before it been used, from split seconds to one covalent bond between exch 
was put in the press. 3,000 degrees many. hours, Using the: rexplosion pair of atoms. This extra binding CG way then tried, but still there methods the high temperature and results from the effect of the elec. 

Was no success, and it was thought Pressure AMEES obtained for a dEAGs tron which forms the fourth homo- 
that the pressure was not high tion, of ia seeing: Wath the use if polar bond in’ diamond. These 
enough, At this time the five year catalyst, General Electric made extra electrons serve as a, general agreement had terminated, . synthetic diamonds in ten minutes. nding. | Idi x the “ 36 closer 

CG . ; iS Without the catalyst several hours BNGINE: DOME. Cie TINS) ‘closer reneral Electric's success. In aie mesded ° together, and so they cannot be 
1951. General Electric, alone, tried ame MECC attributed to any one pair of atoms 
again. It was found, theoretically, in particular. The only great dif- 
that the transformation rate would EXPLANATION OF THE ference between the diamond and 
probably not change as simply as DIAMOND’ ‘STRUCTURE the graphite structure is the dis- 
had been thought, so the estimate Graphite can be transformed tance between the layers of atoms. 
of the pressure required had to be into diamond with the compression This distance is comparatively 
revised upward. Four years later, of its atomic arrangement, But large in graphite, and the graphite 
physicists fF, P. Bundy, H. T. Hall, countless investigators have — owes its lubricating properties to 
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the slippage of one layer over Equipment. The conditions of — the material is subjected to heat 
another. The only forces between extremely high pressure and tem- _ for only a few fractions of a second. 
the layers are weak Van der Waals _ perature required the use of a par- A few points should be made 
forces, due to dipoles caused by _ ticularly well designed “melting concerning the value of the dia- 
the random movement of the furnace” made from selected ma- mond and some of its uses. Dia- 

electrons. terials. In the process, only part of | mond has only one unique prop- 
the pressure is generated by means _ erty—hardness—and _ this property 

METHODS OF PRODUCTION of a high pressure press, the rest is fundamental to its industrial 

. being achieved by raising the tem- —_— usage, as well as its usefulness as 
Throughout the search for the perature of the mass to be melted. —_a gem. 

synthetic diamond, all conceivable 
methods have been tried. The use Belt-Press. The high temperature — Abrasives and Cutting Tools 
of huge hydraulic presses and and pressure apparatus may be The usefulness of the industrial 
instantaneous very high tempera- compared in principle to a auto- diamond reduces, in most cases, to 
tures seem to produce the dia-~ clave, which is an apparatus using ‘ts ability to retain sharp corners 
monds most efficiently. superheated steam under pressure. a conditions of wear. Dia- 

. The cavity receiving the graphite | mond wheels are used to cut the 
Solidification of Molten Graphite is formed ts three parts male vom hardest and strongest metals and 

The solidification of molten a special carbon steel. One of — alloys. Diamond drills are used for 
graphite to make diamonds has these parts consists of an annular cutting through rock in oil drilling. 
been tried, but it was never suc- pressure chamber surrounded by For some purposes, it is desirable 

cessful. Some scientists were con- steel belts formed of rings—from to produce friable crystals, so that vinced that if graphite could be which it gets the name Belt-Press. fresh cutting surfaces will be ex- 
melted, it would solidify to dia- The remaining two parts are fitted exposed during use. For other 
mond. The reason for this convic- anvils, which form bottom and roof _ purposes the ideal crystal would be 
tion is not easy" to see; it is be- of the cavity or recess. The latter, an octahedron of the correct size. cause graphite is hard to melt at thus, represents a saucer of a few The man-made diamond has cer- 

atmospheric DIESSUrs: Graphite, centimeters, which is provided tain advantages over the natural 
when heated, passes directly from With efficient thermal insulation as diamond because it can be grown 
the solid state to the gaseous phase a protection against the hot molten under controlled conditions to get 
without melting, just so solidified sample. certain properties. 
carbon dioxide does. It has been 
learned that great pressures have Insulation material. In the initial Importance of the uses. Indus- 
to be exerted to accomplish the — stages of development, considera. tial usefulness of hard and strong 
transformation. ble difficulty was experienced in Materials depend upon the availa- ; finding a suitable insulating ma- bility of diamond for cutting these 
Explosive Method terial, but finally a material called materials during manufacture. Many attempts were made by _ pyrophyllite provided the ideal With the production of synthetic 
using the explosive or dynamic solution. The substance was not  ‘amonds, America, for the first 
shock technique. They were all only an excellent thermal and elec. time, has become an independent 
based on very high temperatures tyi¢q] insulator, even when at ex.  SOurce of industrial diamonds—a 
and pressures over a period of only treme temperature, but was also a Material which is very important 
a few millionths of a second. These good sealing agent for the joints be- © the industrial economy and _ is 
methods were never very success- tween the pressure chamber and absolutely vital in key defense in- 
ful because, with the time so short, the closing anvil. Heat protection dustries .The assurance of a steady 
tremendously high pressures had \yay needed because operating supply of industrial diamons has 
to be available. temperature was near 5,000 de- also encouraged broader uses in 
Wee of Gaiaiysi grees C. these areas. 

Catalysts have almost always Operation. A small cylinder of Super Diamond 
been used in the non-explosive graphite is inserted into the mid- Theoretically speaking, it is pos- 

methods of production. The types dle of the belt and in between the _ sible to achieve a far harder sub- 
of catalyst have been quite two anvils. This assembly is sub- stance than diamond. Diamond is 
varied—from lithium and metallic jected to high pressure by means arranged in the unit crystal with 

oxides to tantalum and nickel. The of hydraulic press and heated by a packing factor of 8—the packing 
catalyst is used as a stepping stone — means of an electric current. Al- factor is the number of equidistant 
in the transformation from graph- though refractory materials are neighbors. If the packing factor 
ite to diamond. The catalyst speeds used to surround the graphite could be increased to 12, the high- 
up the production and lowers the specimens, the temperature est number possible, by pushing 
required amounts of temperature, reached is so high the transient the carbon atoms still closer to- 

| pressure and time. heating is used to minimize melting gether, a new substance could be 
In 1955 General Electric was of the wall materials, The electric | made that would possess qualities 

successful in producing synthetic current is provided by a large elec: that would surpass those of 
diamond, for the first time on a trolytic capacitor. Because of the diamond. h 
large scale. transient effect of the capacitor, “7 
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WE RECEIVED THIS NOTICE RECENTLY AND WERE ASKED TO POST IT. 

WE FEEL IT DESERVES SOME CONSIDERATION FROM OUR READERS. 

CORNING, NEW YORK 14869 

Dear Friend: 

Please do not treat this letter lightly, as we, the writers, most certainly DO NOT. 

1 am confident that both you and I fully realize what this present “jet age” has 
contributed to the moral decay of increasing numbers of our youth, i-e., movies, television, 

music and fashions. 

Indications all point to a very possible, 20th Century, “Sodom and Gomorrah.” 

We must never permit this to happen... NEVER... NEVER! 

What can be done??? 

To us, just everyday working people, here in Corning, New York, there is only one 

answer... FIGHT... FIGHT, and keep FIGHTING, until this evil is destroyed. 

In our small way, we have decided to do the following (which I am sure will be 
laughed at, and ridiculed by many). However, we are dedicated and determined, and 

perhaps, being Godfearing people that you are, as are we, you will help us. 

As an incentive to our youth, as something to be proud of, and look up to, we are 

founding a “NO SEX BEFORE MARRIAGE” club, and furnishing, for the small sum of $1.00, 

a lovely certificate, 8 by 11 and suitable for framing, showing membership in this club, 
with his or her name, or the name of a group, organization, etc., inscribed thereon. 

In addition, we are also furnishing buttons, and wallet size cards. 

We are parents ourselves, and we regret the charge of $1.00, yet this is necessary to 
cover the costs of printing, postage and handling. 

We desire nothing for ourselves; save the realization that perhaps our small effort will, 

in some way, help guide our youth on the only true path to happiness and salvation 

... the path of righteousness. 

\s I stated above, these certificates, we think, are very lovely, and in addition to 

greatly aiding one’s self in time of trial and temptation, you might as a special project, 

purchase these certificates in volume, and distribute them among many, for whatever amount 
you would decide upon, giving the proceeds to your favorite charity. 

Please let us hear from you. (You may send cash, check, or money order.) 

“Yours for a Stronger Youth” 

KELCRO 

N.S.P.0. 

Corning, New York 14869 
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It's trade-in time 
= 

for tired old myths. 
Like the one about business. Especially en ; 
big business. That it is beyond the | 
rugged individualist’s wildest day- | 
dream to enter this holy of holies be- - 
cause he'll lose something that’s very Ji 
sacred — like his independence. _— q Se 

Sure, it can happen. If a guy or gal y _ 
wants to hide, or just get by, or not ac- ee co | 
cept responsibility, or challenges. < — ay ij 

We're not omniscient enough or stu- | . 
pid enough to speak for all business, if, . _ a. 
but at a company like Western Elec- 4 th _ rN 
tric, bright ideas are not only welcome, a Rh A i 
they are encouraged. And no door is f | - om 
shut. Create a little stir, go ahead, up- fein - | _ ~Y | 
set an old applecart (we replace shib- [msg | , SL | | 2) 
boleths at a terrific pace—we have to § gee > 7. \ | ] 
as manufacturing and supply unit of [oem = gf — . 
the Bell System —in order to provide F Ld | i a 
your Bell telephone company with \ ume Nowe UG — ral 
equipment it needs to serve you.) \) P | (Ne 

There’s an excitement in business. th Pon es 
True, we’re in it to make a profit, but . ma hl SS a 
working to find new and better ways to oe eee UL ae \ 
make things that help people com- Ne CC—~— 
municate is very rewarding and satis- CU _ \ 
fying. Did you ever hear these wry | | VY . 
words of Oliver Wendell Holmes? i | (ae | 
“Never trust a generality —not even _ L i. _ 
this one.” r 4 i | 

That’s how we feel about the gen- i; 8 | rf 
erality that claims you'll just become | 1 | 
a little cog in a company like Western fr i ft i 
Electric. You might, of course, but if fe | i ~ 
you consider yourself an individual _ oe if a 
now, odds are 10 to 1 that you'll keep — 2 ts i 
your individuality. And cherish it. And _ Co  . 
watch it grow. Even at big, big Western Cr Cy it _ 

Electric.  - | | ft he 
You know, that’s the only way we’d | | ft hlU | 

want you to feel. If you feel like com- “ Co CC | 

Western Electric [PX |\\b)\f | | | ee N77 NANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OFTHE BELL SYSTEM fig MR rAWlUCU | 

6 4 eo 

. 
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\— _ FLEATURES: 
SS 3 = 

= Dear Mom ----------------------------------------------------- 14 

= by A.T. 

= The Riot Act —--------------------------------------------- 21 

= Wouldst Thou Believe? .-------------------------------~ pictorial 22 

_ DISAPPEARING NONENTITIES: 

= Hang-up of the Month -------------------------~ Hefner pictorial 16 

= Super CORTES! sece2ec ese ween HiotEy 30 

a boser’s ‘Club .---------e2nc2ncn- se ee 

a Fileables Discontinued ..--------------------------------- humor 11 

= LIGSHS6S vee tecceee ee eeeeeee ene enmnesceme EY 

Oo 

SUPER engimeecr 
= BUNG STARTERS 

= Bloody Mary __----------------------------------- keeper of the sugar cubes 

= Bob Smith __...-_.- = -- === + ex-head cretin 

= Chug it Malotke _---____-------_------------------ ass’t drunk and keg tapper 

= Super Shell ___--_---------------------------------------~-------- wizard 

= Mother ...--—--n--- ono SSeS eee Abky Teebleed 

> Doug Dang Doodles ___--..----------------------------~--~-----~~ s¢ribbler 

= “ATS Swerdlowe _____-__---------------------------~--~ New York influence 

= Suhm Zoom —_——- === === =~ Carthusian Monk 

= Gary Mueller _.----_--_--sese seer eee ee eee tt Lorry 

> Action Al __--------- =e = === == === = Moe 

= iitfie!Ridtord’ —.-_____—=e rere wonrremuom emma CUFY, 

= Chris Peterson _____-.-_-__- ----------------------------------------- She 

___ BAGMEN 
= Richord Fileds .._---- -S Weare Meee edchert 

= Wonderful White Winged Wade _._______------.------- rime and/or evil dept. 

> The Incredible D. C. _-_-_--------- ca nostra torpedo 

= Normal Fraternizer _ = -------— playboy representative 

___BABYSITTERS 
= Georgy Boy Shel oe eee HP Otol 

> Papa San Schweby Baby —-_--------- bottle warmer 

=> Traths, MAG ._--ane-ne-nenomensen See ee big wheel 

= Papa San Dicky H. ..--- ~~~» == ----- ~~ big bird 

=> Chuek Fish. -..------—------e eee eee eee eee eeeees ‘king fish 

= Wayne Picket Stopper ___-_____--_---__-_--_----------------~ diaper changer 

= ©. A. Rannnos __-- ~~~ _ sandal dept. 

= Ry Essssssss: = ss reece eee eee ene ‘paint dept. 
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working clothes 

The following questions have drifted into my office Ay vin: question is an interesting one. Emily Post 
throughout the year, and now, acting with the very has nothing to say on the matter, mainly because she 
kind help of fellow staff members, I will attempt to is a little behind the times and probably never heard 
give my profound advice to all those frustrated people of a wetsuit, or perhaps she thinks it is used to keep 
who wrote in—A.T. baby’s crib dry. We did, however, consult with such 

authorities as Esqueer, Playbuoy, Saturday Evening 
Q . Polack, and Mc Call’s, and we reached the following 

=™—Whenever my fiance and I are at a party to- conclusion: You are not required to help your date 
gether and he gets drunk, he always ends up moon- with her wetsuit, but you may do so and benefit from 
ing the guests. I find this VERY. embarrassing, and he — it, Think of it as an educational matter—especially the 
is always very apologetic about it, but I wish that he helping her off with the wetsuit—and who knows what would break this habit. What should I do about it? may develop from it? 

Alo isn’t bad—everyone should have the 
expericnce of either doing it or being on the receiving =™—Can you give me the recipe for an exciting 
end. It is, however, unfortunate if one happens to fall new drink, guaranteed to get my date drunk fast? 
out of a second story window while doing it and then 
end up pressing ham on the people below (may be A 
considered a pun—not the first, but I didn’t tell you ="—The following recipe is one that my husband 
about the rest of ; them—you might check though— and I are both fond of . . . as a matter of fact, that’s some ol them are filthy). My advice to you is that since ow we got engaged and, I think, why we have seven 
mooning is a sign of frustration, you would be wise to and fiye-ninths healthy children. The recipe is as fol- 
relieve his anxieties in other ways, like giving him a lows: 2-3 gallons of cheap (under $2.00) wine, grain 
life subscription to Playboy, alcohol (the kind that medical students sell is the best), 

a fifth each of brandy, bourbon, vodka, gin, and ver- 
™—The girl I have been dating and I are both mouth, and one small can of grapefruit drink. The 

skin-diving enthusiasts. We have had several dates of | "¢cipe can be increased for parties of more than two. 
a skin-diving nature and I have been perplexed as to 
whether or not I am expected to help my date in and 
out of her wetsuit. Does etiquette require that I do =™—To what does the term “fire up” refer? It 
this, or am I right in assuming that she can do it her- sounded like a proposition to me, but, judging by the 

self? slap I got, I guess it wasn’t. 
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Ag ix up” is an esoteric term, commonly used Q.4, fifteen year old daughter recently asked 

in the great midwestern area of our country. It simply me about the most effective means of birth control. 
means to have some drinks to loosen you up and, de- While there is really no doubt in my mind that she 
pending upon how many drinks you give your date, isn’t planning on using it herself, I do worry. Do you 

“fre up” can give all sorts of interesting secondary — think that I should ask her for the facts or let it go? 

meanings. 

A. —Frankly, you have more confidence in your 

Qa whenever iy date and T'side on say snore, daughter an I do. Unless you a a grandchild bes 

my hands get cold, What should I do? ore you were expecting one, I woulc SUSE st that you 

? ; give her the word on birth control. If, however, she is 
a member of the Pepsi generation, your advice will not 

A ; be necessary (I’m loaded with in-jokes today). (Pepsi, 

™—Switch off every once in awhile and let her by the way, comes with applicator—economical!) 
drive. Then you can warm your hands and let her do | 
the driving—and it could do a lot for your drive! Q 

u—My girlfriend and I are planning on getting 
married this summer after living together for two years. 

Qa wna is the acceptable method for picking up Everyone we know well Jan ‘ows this, and we have made 
ae-woma ‘at a bar? no attempt to hide the fact. However, my fiancee is 

now insisting upon wearing white at the wedding. I 
say that this is absurd. What do you think? 

Aun is a hard one to answer because it really A 
depends on the bar. Answers range from “by the =—To keep peace in the family, we suggest that 
handles” (an in-joke) to “with a front end loader”, if you you let your bride wear white. After all—did you get 
happen to be in the Three Bells (also an in-joke, but the pun in the beginning?—tradition is tradition. Think 
harder for the out of staters to grasp). of it this way: she has never been married before. 

eee rear —— as gum oe Cae or 

Saar Terre 

Dee oe Be Saad 
> an 6h 

Career opportunities [| BUsctaiRR’ galas 
unlimited in the - > Ni ‘ 

. iL — | = het Ae s 

Fatigue Life Analysis. Eutectic Cell around the corner. Computer control as witnessed by the $75 million 
Size. Carbon Equivalent Determina- of melting cycles will soon be applied expansion program now under way. 

tions. Those titles represent just a on a practical basis. Die casting of Its future is as bright as that of its 
few areas of current investigation by iron may be coming out of the theory major customers — producers of 

Malleable foundries into methods of stage. The pace of new discoveries cars, trucks, and other transporta- 

improving their product and its will be just that much faster in the tion products, farm, construction 

method of production. Research has years ahead. and other types of machinery. 

produced literally volumes of new Take a hard look at a career in The image of the foundry labora- 

and useful data in recent years... the Malleable castings industry. tory as a cubbyhole is being shat- 

so much so that there is a dearth of Malleable foundries are of a size tered. Pictured above is one of 

engineering talent to put this know- where you will have the opportunity several new laboratory facilities built 

ledge to work. to put your top skills to use almost by producers of Malleable castings 

Many important changes are just immediately. It’s a growing industry, in the last few years. 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 Swe ene 

DERS SOc 
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Of course, if your father’s a millionaire, or you’re about to marry an heiress, 
then you have no problems. But, if not, then there’s only one sensible thing to 

do. Come to work at Allison Division of General Motors. 

There’s nothing cold or cruel here. Just the opposite. Particularly if you’re an 

engineer with big ideas. Aerospace projects? Allison’s got them. Turbofan. 
Welcome Turbojet. Turboprop. Turboshaft. Military and commercial applications right 

across the board. 

| Maybe you’re more down-to-earth. Fine. Some of Allison’s advanced motor ve- 
to the co d, hicle projects will be more your cup of tea. Like the new M551 General Sheridan, 

for instance. The powershift transmission, of course, is our specialty, and even 

cruel world the gun launcher is an Allison brainchild. 

s There’s more. And you can be part of it. Take your time. Check them all. But 

don’t forget Allison. Remember: life can be beautiful . . . even 
without an heiress. 

For the complete story, send for Allison's new brochure: Destination 

Tomorrow. Write Ken Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept. 400, 

Allison Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. af OF EXCELLENCE 
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Twenty- five hundred dollars 

Sh awards 

t ing and 

metallurgy students. 
The Forging Industry Educational and Research Foundation announces a $2,500 award 

competition for the best paper on the subject ‘‘How Mechanical and Physical Properties of 

Impression Die Forgings Are Best Utilized in Designing Forgings for New Applications.” 

First prize, $1,000, plus eight other awards totaling $1,500. 

Competition is open to senior and graduate engineering and metallurgy students. Length 

of the paper, 3,000 to 3,500 words. Deadline for completed paper: May 10, 1967. 

Winner and his faculty advisor will also receive an all-expense-paid trip to 

White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, where the award presentation will be made 

at the 1967 meeting of the Foundation. 

For full details fill in and mail the coupon or write: 

The President 

e 
N Forging Industry amie — 

e NS Sa 

Educational 

and Research School 
e 

Foundation se 
55 Public Square « Cleveland, Ohio 44113 Faculty Advisor a SN TT NN 

‘ 
\ eB icny a 

\ Pu New hardbound 520-page FORGING (Fe 16-millimeter sound and color film, TO 

Cae INDUSTRY HANDBOOK, describing (2) BE FORGED, describes forging process 
h forging design, applications and tech- SINSY) and design considerations. Length 18 PE NS 

ee nology, is available to students at ee minutes. Sponsored by Forging Indus- 
special low price of $2.50. Write, enclosing check or try Association, available on loan free from regional 
moncy order, to Forging Industry Association, film libraries of Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., 

55 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036. 
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Prof [ I Riot! rotessiona 1of : 
| Ww a . 

No More “AMATEUR” Demonstrations 

D t it r In “OUR TRAINED TERRORISTS 

Name Your Cause—We Will Demonstrate 
90 Days Advance Notice Needed to Guarantee Spontaneity 

Tailor-Made—Name Your Poison! We Specialize In The Dramatic 

Black vs. White White vs. Black (Please ‘Check ‘Typel 
Left vs. Right Right vs. Left VIOLENT -..------- NON-VIOLENT --_---_ ~~~ 
Red vs. Blue Blue vs. Red Walk-In ~.---__ Sit-lIn -._____ Drive-In ______- 

| Labor vs. Management (No Training) GROTH) ccorcrenumeneemurenies OPIS oe coe mee men 
North vs. South South vs. North (Bloodshed costs more west of Mississippi) 

Gpecial "Centennial (Rates! NOTE: If intervention by Attorney General is desired 
Teachers vs. Students Students vs. Teachers please send down payment in advance. 

| (College Degree-Types are extra cost We carry extra lunch-counter stools, chain whips, pop bottles, | for educational disturbances) stones and chemical toilets. 
| Na | 

Our Banner Painters Can Misspell Anything . . Our Chants Are Written Specially For Any Occasion 
Special Bus Rates To Washington, D.C. . . Our Trained Cats Guaranteed To Decoy Police Dogs 

Our Printers Can Forge Membership Cards In Any Organization 

We Specialize In Hand-Picked Hoodlums That Can't Speak English, All Have Passed the ‘Go Limp’ Test 
Server renee rec em 

RIOT KITS Riot Kits Include Extra Sheriff's Badges and Night Sticks In Case You Need Wood 
On Both Sides . . Absolutely No First Aid Kits to Assure Blood and Tears 

PRESS SERVICE Please Advise The News Service You Prefer . . All Other Cameras Will 
Be Smashed and Reporters Slugged. Advance Release Prepared For Your 
Approval 30-Days Prior To Spontaneous Demonstration. 

EVERYBODY'S FIGHTING SOMETHING .. WHY AREN'T YOU? . . WE GUARANTEE 
| TO CONFUSE THE ISSUE SO NOBODY CAN ARRIVE AT A SOLUTION! 

WRITE TODAY Reference furnished upon request . . CHECK TODAY'S NEWSPAPER 
FOR CURRENT ADDRESS. 

DON'T DELAY, PRICES WILL RISE WHEN WE ADD ‘SUICIDE BY FIRE’? TO OUR SERVICES 
(Volunteers for this dramatic finale gladly accepted) 

e@ e@ @ 

Organized Confusion is Best! 
APRIL, 1967 21
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Are you in the great majority that always loses the 25. The Making of a Monarch Charles De Gaulle ram- 

consolation prize? Girls, do boys always take your bles on and on. 
phone number and never call? Guys, are you always 26. How to Get Rich and Stay Poor Jimmy Hoffa dis- 

getting shot down? cusses his relations with the Internal Revenue 
Here, at last, is an organization tailor-made to han- Service. 

dle your particular problem. Originally devised by a 28 The Growth of Empire A noted French author dis- 

group of miscrable flops like yourself, it tries to give cusses his nation’s foreign policy . 

help to those who need it. One of the remarkable ac- 30. Our Foreien Image Clippings £6 isadinaemeners 

complishments of this organization is that the very ~". Fo es bedi Pala Sd ee papers 

success of its founders in promoting this program alot rela yeeen stan, Ane. Aranes, com 

caused them to be expelled. How many other groups piled. by Dean Rusk. 
can make this claim? 35. Restaurants I Avoid Duncan Hines discusses Ben- 

Our selection committees represent every field of nerohm’s at length. 

human endeavor. The Political Committee is still in a 37. Let My People Go Malcom X 

trauma over the 1964 election. The chairman of the 38. By All Means, Yes Martin Luther King 

Social Committee is a social pariah whose mere pres- 39, In Your Heart You Know I’m Right George Lin- 
ence at a party means catastrophe. And for those of coln Rockwell : 

vou whose, lovertives ead ke a 1980 Stock report, 49, ‘The Art of Articulation Everett Dirksen 
All we need to join is money. We don’t encourage 45. How to Dodge the Draft George Hamilton 

creativity; just use what the government makes for 50. Popular Mechanics “How-to's” by James Lewis 

that purpose. Simply drop it in a mailbox, but try to . 

remember to put the proper address on it. We know SPECIAL OFFER .. . For the first 100 subscribers 

you're probably out of stamps, so we'll pay the postage. whose checks don’t bounce, we give FREE a. Cares 

Of course, all our selections will be delivered to you fully selected recording of great inspirational value: 

with postage due. John Lennon singing “Jesus Loves Me.” 
Every dark of the moon, when depression is at 

its lowest, we'll send out a book, pamphlet, or other 

stirring notice. Our inspirational selections are taken T xancfox ae 

from the following list of books—an assembly of the ue ‘Office ue ee canization aa 

thoughts and scribbings of the greatest collection of ganz 

has-beens and never-weres of our time. 

10, The Manipulation of Power Nikita Krushchev dis- Ad 08s GPGSTIRG iy BABAR OE woos 2 wx ce 4 sen « 0s 

sthers. Sukarno, Raul Castro, Che Guevara, and On the average, I get shot down ..... times a week. 

11. Our Troubled Youth General Hershey proposes an . 

unusual solution to the college crush, At last count ...... girls/boys hate my guts. 

12. Winning Baseball Casey Stengel . ao, 
13. Obscenity Is Fun Bill Killeen Circle here if rejected by Datamate. 

14. Playing the Market Billie Sol Estes Cc ete in ff vcecapteta i : 

15. How to Get Back Into Politics Richard M. Nixon mmoself hopeless becase . words or less: I consider 

16. What to Do When You Get There Hubert . 
Humphrey 

18. Gubernatorial TV Ronald Reagan Signed... ci eee eee eee 

20. A Primer for Primaries Haydon Burns 

21. Tolerating Your Student Publications J. Wayne By filling out this form, I acknowledge myself to be 

Reitz addresses despots everywhere. an utter incompetant in the game of life. I also ac- 
22, Glamour Secrets and Beauty Tips Lynda Bird knowledge my total inability to succeed in anything 

Johnson really important, having suffered many let-downs. 

24, The Failure of the Law of Averages Harold Stassen —Reprinted from Florida State Smoke Signals. 
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Oliver J.Meyer, Jr. | \ Us Wis gh | 
4 PAA ee ‘ Oliver Meyer & Sons Construction Co. ! v\ be fe 
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* joi hat Dick ipe i th The joint on that Dickey pipe is urethane... 

it’s the best I’ve found for buildi ” it’s the best I’ve found for building sewers. 

Oliver Meyer has been a sewer contractor for 28 Dickey urethane Coupling offers many other advan- 
years and here’s what he says about the Dickey tages ... assures retention of compression .. . resil- 
urethane Coupling: ‘The compression joint on clay ient hardness stability ... sustained flexibility... 
pipe is a real improvement. But Dickey went one immunity to cold flow... resistance to acids, alkalis, 
step further and made it with urethane. At first, | sewer gas, industrial wastes normally found in 
couldn't see the difference. | do now... for one sewers and immunity to attack by micro-organisms. 

big reason. All of these add up to long life, low cost sewers. 
“Urethane has the highest load-bearing capacity of And remember, Dickey clay pipe lasts for genera- 
any material used in a factory-made joint. This is tions, too. Don’t accept less. 
important because it means joints resist any perma- 
nent change in dimension. The joints are tight, all 
the way around the pipe...and remain that way. i——¥ ICKEY sanitary glazed clay pipe 
And that’s the only way to really solve the infiltration 
problem in sewers.” W. S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. 

. . . BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA e FT. DODGE, IOWA e KANSAS CITY, 

Mr. Meyer is stating facts... facts that are irrefut- MISSOURI « MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI * ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
able. In addition to high load-bearing capacity, the SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS e TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS 

If it’s made of clay it’s good... if it’s made by Dickey it’s better 
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©9908000000 JOKES......2.0. 

To err is human, but ain’t it divine? Some girls will scream at the sight of a mouse, and 
a oe & then climb right into a car with a wolf. 

Bedtime Suggestion: “That was a great little party oe 8 
we went to tonight... what say we end it up with a They arrested him for rape, but he pleaded insanity, 
bang?” because he was crazy about the stuff. 

ea ow a oa & 

“I’ve just discovered the difference between boys Her kisses send me, but I’m no dope, I don’t go. 
and girls,” said little Walter as he unbuttoned his aoe 8 

pants, “Look Mama, no cavities. A gold digger is a girl who hates poverty worse than 
a a 8 sin. 

TI d the baby Onyx, ‘ it i hey named the baby Onyx, ‘cause it was onyx- ‘ ‘ , : —— 
pected, ° ° ° New son: She Was the Village Belle, But She Tolled 

4% ® on Me. 
aoe # 

Some day a girl will find a man who won't try to The wind changed and the skunk said, “It all comes 
take advantage of her, but the tombstone will be too pack to me now.” 
heavy to lift. eo 8 « 

se 8 A man wandered into the B.T. and proceeded to 
A fox is a guy who always gets what the wolf is order a drink. While consuming his liquid refreshment, 

after. he looked around the room, and noticed a woman in 
“ e # her late twenties seated at a booth in the rear, and 

. . . with her, a large white duck. After a few minutes, he 
' ah Hoseen a we ee then the ‘Ils, watt the found himself unable to resist any longer and walked 
os ca" eG e 5 bs -_ 2 i both, called th Pont nave over to the booth and spoke. “Excuse me,” he said, 
one carrying a boy and girl both, called the Picnic. “but I just can’t help but wondering—what are you 

a ee doing with that pig?” The young woman looked at him 
A man who makes love in the morning is an idiot. coldly, and replied, Pig? Are you blind or something? 

After all, you never know what may turn up later in This isn’t a pig—it’s a duck.” Our hero then returned 

the day: her icy look tenfold, and replied in his most lofty man- 
° ae # ner, “I was talking to the duck.” 

* * * 

Sounds in the night: “Daddy, if you'll get me a drink . , og 
of water, I'll shake the bed for Mama.” In the new jet planes, you know you're moving faster 

than sound when the stewardess slaps your face before 
oes you can get a word out. 

Oh, June went larking with a lad, a 8 @ 

S rolling in. the clover . . The GLs were searching a village just after a battle 
She got 80 wild a s now with child, of WWIL. Entering a large house they found a coffin 
And busting out all over. in the middle of a room. Opening the coffin, they found 

" s 4 an old grey haired man madly erasing a musical manu- 
When her divorce came through, it made her feel — script. When questioned who he was and what he was 

like a new man. doing, the old man replied: “I'm Beethoven, and I’m 

se 8 decomposing.” 
Sign on the back of a shiny black Caddy at the se 8 

Cattlemen’s Convention: “FOR WHOM THE BULL Definition of a college man: One who can’t count 
TOLLS.” up to 70 without cracking a smile. 

G9OOOOOOOOOOOOOO0OOHOOHO00808HH988O8O8OOOO8 
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sevccccceccescesceseere AMAR 

\ little drunk staggered into the police station and A harassed father was trying to tell his son that there 
confessed he had just pushed his wife out a tenth story was to be an addition to the family. 
window. “Son,” he said, “Someday soon the stork is going to 

“Kill her?” asked the Set. swoop down over our house.” 
“Don't think sho, Thash why I wanna be locked up.” The son thought carefully, then said, “Well, I hope 

eo 8 «@ he doesn’t scare Mother. She’s pregnant, you know.” 
David's parents were divorced. He lived with his re 4 

mother, who had remarried. Spending a brief vacation Found on a fall registration card of a freshman card: 
with his father, David was asked how he and his step- Name of parents—Mommy and Daddy. 
father were making out. ea 8 

Oh, fine, said David. Every mOEInE, he rows me “What do they call those guys who frequent those out to the middle of the lake, and I swim to shore. atnicaste : spy . : ie topless joints? 
Ummm,” meditated the parent. “Isn’t that a rather “Chestnuts.” 

long swim for a ten-year-old boy?” . ~ aoe 4# 

NOt 80 had, said David. “Worst part is getting out Physics Major: “What is it that keeps the moon from of the sack, fallino?” 
oe alling? 

Civil: “Must be the beams.” 
While visiting America, a lovely French maiden dis- som ow 

covered both her visa and her money had vanished. The height of bad luck: seasickness and lockjaw. 
She was in great despair until an enterprising young » oe 

sailor came to her rescue. es, 8 4 Hips An then there was the freshman who thought a loga- My ship is sailing tonight,” he said. “Ill smuggle ne a frnemetaye © : : 7 : rithm was a forester’s song. you aboard, hide you in the hold and provide you with ee Ow 

ae Sn Elharkcke. SF Gf will mele “yor os Yas ttle He took his little dreamboat out in the fog and mist. affection, 

She consented and he carried out his promise, visit- oe 8 
ing her several times daily. This went on for several SADIST—A person who locks the bathroom door on 
weeks until one day the captain of the ship discovered _ the night of a beer party. 
the sailor paying her a visit. After the sailor had gone, + * 8 
he confronted the girl and upon hearing her sad story Hill Student: A man who can get excited about ny- 
mused, “I admire the young seaman’s ingenuity. How- —lons—even when they are empty! 
ever, 1 feel it's only fair that I inform you this is the s  ® 
Staten Island Ferry.” A sad case is two dozen empties. 

bs = * * * * 

Our favorite racing form is a good looking girl late Little boy in woodshed: “Father, did grandpa spank 
for class. you when you were a little boy?” 

oe 8 Father: “Yes.” 
Did you hear about the C.E. who called his 1967 Little Boy: “And did great-grandpa spank grandpa 

NKE “The Mayflower” because so many Puritans had when he was a little boy?” 
come across in it. Father: “Yes.” 

¢ # @ Boy: “Well, don’t you think with my help you could 
\ charming gent of the old school had a date with overcome this inherited sadism?” 

a pretty chorus girl. eee 
They strolled in the Park under the moonlight until M.E. Student: “Could you help me with this 

they came to a secluded spot where he kissed her sev- problem?” 
eral times lightly on the cheek. M.E. Professor: “I could, but I don’t think that it 

“That my dear” he said, “is called spooning.” would be quite right.” 
“Spooning may be all right for you,” she said, “but M.E. Student: “Well go ahead and take a shot at it 

I would rather shovel!” anyway.” 
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JO} . : SG sossesscecncerecececee 

Falsie salesman, the Fuller bust man. The college psychology class was studying human 
= 8 @ reaction to sexual stimulus and of special interest was 

Virtue is just vice at rest. the frequency of amorous relations. 
* 8 * “How many students here,” said the professor, “en- 

“Hey, Sally,” said the college man, “how come youre — gage more than once a week?” 
hot wearing my fraternity pin?” Five people raised their hands. 

“But Bob, it was such a nuisance,” the pretty coed “And how many engage once a week?” 
pouted playfully. “All the fellows were complaining Ten hands went up. 
that it scratched their hands.” “How many twice a month?” 

» & & Eight hands went up. 
The guy was doing his best, leading a goat with one “Once a month?” 

hand, carrying a cane with the other, and loaded down Four hands were raised. 
with a laundry basket on his back and a chicken under “And how many once a year?” 
his arm. A little guy in the back waved his hand frantically 

His girl hesitated when they came to the woods, say- and giggled hysterically. 
ing, “I'm afraid to walk with you in there. You might “If you engage only once a year,” said the professor, 
try to molest me.” “I don’t see what you're so overjoyed about.” 
“How could I? the guy assured her. “Look at all the Flushed with excitement, the little guy said, “Yeah, 

stuff Pm carrying.” but tonight’s the night!” 
“But you could put the chicken under the laundry 

basket, stick the cane in the ground, and tie the goat 
to it.” oe oe 

Two mumbling voices in the wee small hours, “Say IF 
there Steve, youll never unlock that door with your \ 
cigar butt.” 

| “Damn, I must have smoked the keys.” \ 
a oe # 

A drunk stumbled out of the H.T. last night and 
stuck a nickel in the parking meter. “Oh my God!” he ye \ 

| screamed. “I’ve lost 90 pounds!” © 
| a oe # 

| This one-fingered picketpocket could only steal life 
savers. a 9 @ - 

| “Say, Gerry, why are you drinking that beer?” me 
“Ran out of wine.” oy . | 2 8 @ . 

Ist Drunk: “I gotta go to the little boys’ room.” ; 
2nd Drunk: “Hey! Howsh ’bout goin’ fer me, too?” Ceo) < 
Ist Drunk: “Sure, you're m’besht pal; shure, I'll go a 

fer ya.” : 
When he came back his inebriated friend asked: Z 

“Dija go fer me?” ”\ 
Ist Drunk: “I forgot, n youre m’ besht pal.” | 
With that he wheeled around and made his way L 

back to the washroom. Coming back, he planted him- / 
self in front of his chum, wagged his finger at him and 

said: ‘i ” 
“Shay, whash the big idea of foolin’ me? You dint | have cee hth MIGGll Eeciseom 

have to go!” 
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i) 2 OCR : Me 40 
ry Cc x D a Sponsored by: 

er a Be : ° ca so «x ae Super Engineer Ni Oo ws 
: v x Ba hs : You can win up to 2,000 dollars 

BO tod 7 —not necessarily from us. All you 
f OQ 6) have to do is fill out the coupon 

Ul Oe below and mail it in along with 
C) @ your name for our 1967 April Fool 

nN ry Bary picture contest, and $2.00 to cover 
Py oC the cost of handling, the picture, 
e ae and another year’s subscription 
A ‘b to us. 

* = Clue: (unscramble the following) 
@ s TGE NTEB 
oa 

ae 

GRAND PRIZE: FREE SUBSCRIPTION 

Consolation Prize—Autographed Copy of Our Mystery Picture 

MY NAME FOR THE PICTURE IS: 20.0... 0 cc cece cece ccc ccc eect e eect eecerererey 

NAME: co.cc cece cece ccc ee cence er eeeeenees ADDRESS: 00.0.0. ccccccceccceceeves 

AGE: ...... SEX: ...... 
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IMMORE...n.cccccccccesesesess 

This Polish priest had performed “Did you hear about the Polack “What do you call 19 Polacks in 
so many shotgun marriages that he — who couldn't spell? He spent the a swimming pool?” 

called his church Winchester Ca- night in a warehouse.” “The Bay of Pigs.” 
thedral. es ee » # @ 

7 es 8 The best way to break up a Po- It’s a sure sign of summer when 

Definition of gross ignorance: lack party is to flush the punch- the Polack throws out his Christ- 
one hundred forty-four Polacks. bowl. mas tree. 

Engineer’s Guide to Thesis Writing— 

| Say this... . .. when you mean this. 

“Tt has been long known that. . .” I haven’t bothered to look up the original 
reference. 

“While it has not been possible to provide 
definite answers to these questions .. .” The experiments didn’t work out, but I fig- 

ured I could at least get publication out of it. 

“~., accidentally strained during mounting.” . . . .dropped on the floor. 

“~.. handled with extreme care throughout 
the experiments.” . . . not dropped on the floor. 

“It is clear that much additional work will 
be required before a complete understand- 
ing...” I don’t understand it. 

“Three of the samples were chosen for de- ; : 
tailed study.” The results of the others didn’t make sense 

and were ignored. 

“Typical results are shown.” The best results are shown. 

“Tt is generally believed that . . .” A couple of other guys think so too. 

“If facts do not conform to a theory, they “Discovery, consists of seeing what every- 
must be disposed of.” body has seen and thinking what nobody has 

—N. R. F. Maier thought.” 
—Szent-Gyorgyi 

% of the m ho tried found that 90% of the men who trie 
i \ . Camels... still prefer women! + 
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Sas et ee digital systems S OE —a OD em Ya — wee 
: Le a * Sr move ahead fast en e 

wa ++-S0 can you! 

How do you process and store information collected 
by a camera photographing Mars... handle information 
needed to automate a manufacturing process... 

Tl ALSO MOVES AHEAD FAST test complex electronic circuitry? At Texas Instruments, 
IN... work in the almost-explosive department of digital 

systems offers exciting problem-solving challenges to 
td es ee creative engineers and scientists. At TI an information 

is a system may be only a few ounces of precious payload on 
, = Ps ; cLehy RT ge > an interplanetary probe, an airborne computer the 

oe a. ae “ OS 4 size of a bread box (above left), or a room full of 
ee q -" 5 eS) ‘2 equipment in a siesmic data processing center. Whatever 
MB Sy — their size and purpose, all of these systems exhibit a 

- lle hg Tre Ly .|||lté“‘<‘ CW high level on innovation in optimizing design to meet 
oe a unique environmental and information handling SPACE SYSTEMS SIGNAL PROCESSING ; problems. Sophisticated capabilities in information 

6 EES ee ee systems have helped TI double in size about every three =e PE eS P aout ever ‘eo Soe , years for the past two decades. You might be interested 
. ae . ee. e AR in other TI technologies, a few of which are illustrated 
“le a Ss bie here. All have as a common bond a high level of 

. ‘a “ : _< _ innovation .. . by creative people working in a creative 
ah a Bye = 7 environment. Tl’s growth and diversity offer exceptional 
_ pain ' ee] o4 opportunities for outstanding college graduates at all 

al =—w — on AS degree levels and in many disciplines. For a free 
ge MLC ONOUSTO® INTESTATED CIRCUITS 4 ie : brochure about digital systems at Texas Instruments — 

Smee a Pe ibe or any other technology illustrated here — 
a Se Ae a fe a write Jack Troster, indicating your area of interest. 

Pe i < | ‘co To obtain information about current professional 
oes ao L £25... SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS openings, consult your college placement director, 

| io \ iW . . a ye or send your confidential resume to Jack Troster, 
_. £” <i a - rae Dept. C-488, P. O. Box 5474, Dallas, Texas 75222, 
|. 4. 3 : An equal opportunity employer. 

ae : ! he ie 

ar aE 
_ “ 13 i , ee PN TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

c ie =§ on : INCORPORATED 
7 ly \ 

: . 
=] oS S 

MICROELECTRONIC RADAR COHERENT OPTICS 
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WRITING! x me e 

8 eo ™ | Someone had to do it. So Motorola did. 

: a é You won't find these books on 

7 a ? any best seller list. J. 

5 a = In fact, you won't find ae 

a a ' too many people in the EM Ee 
g whole country who will even want to read them. Le ' 

g They’re part of the continually growing library Lr : Po 4 

s of Motorola manuals explaining the design and = L i 

2 application intricacies of the fast changing world © : 

3 _ n of semiconductors. They’re 

* \ a a ss, written for a very specific audience— 

3 oo : laa design engineers—and written with the 

= ‘ See > knowledge that new advances 

S NSO. == will soon pace many out- 
z cS s- of-date. To keep current is 

2 " a challenge. Motorola welcomes it 

% Today, semiconductor components and integrated circuitry are 

= part and parcel of the modern engineer's way of doing 

5 things. Barely 10 years ago, most were items 

5 for theoreticians’ drawing boards. 

8 Bey yee. Tomorrow’s spotication WNT) 
o MOLE EEE IE w= Of semiconductor 

3 = techniques to electronics 

: —— defies present description. DID. 

= But as new technology refines these Ee : 

7 amazing devices to perform even ae : abate 

greater tasks, you can F 

count on Motorola to ee fF sect 

PUTTIN WRITING. (E55 
Motorola’s technical publications are written 

— for the benefit of any company’s engineers. 

C “<==! | University teachers and students, too. 

cS) This is but one measure of Motorola's 

te ae concern for people. One more path to 

primes ee . advancing the state of the art... to 

(= ee producing finer electronic products. 

TRUST THIS EMBLEM (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 

MOTOROLA



engineers and scientists 

are satisfying the 

needs of society... 

like longer days 

Turning night into day with outdoor lighting is 
one of the many challenges you may face 

in your technical career at General Electric. 

For example, inquisitive minds in research 

and advanced design at General Electric are 

evolving many concepts to make our recreation 

areas available day and night. Design 

engineers are developing concepts into 

specifications, while manufacturing engineers 
4 are developing the techniques and processes 

* that translate designs into outdoor lighting 

_. ss oe In addition, technical marketing specialists are 
“ . } - 4 working with electric utilities and city 

eeu 4 planners, applying night-lighting to athletic 
' : ,. gs stadiums, city parks, or outdoor pavilions. 

ca 7) You can help develop new products 
Ch ' and concepts, new facilities, processes and 

a = manufacturing systems, or new applications 
4 / and markets in your technical career with 
ae : / General Electric. For more information write: 

A Ae - : ‘ D.E. Irwin, Section 699-21, Schenectady, 
oe a New York 12305. 

ee «CGENERAL @ ELECTRIC 
s “ she! fee a An Equal Opportunity Employer
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